Sambor Prei Kuk monument is identi�ed as the ancient capital city of the Chenla dynasty in the beginning of 7th century and is recognized as the largest architectural complex in the Pre-Angkor period. Many Hindu temples made of brick and sandstone is well preserved. This architecture and art may be strongly in�uenced by the culture of the Indian subcontinent and interfused into the indigenous culture prior to the construction of the Angkor monuments.
In this paper we will classify the architectural style of shrines at the Sambor Prei Kuk. A total of 28 brick shrines which are relatively well conserved were selected (Figs. 1,2 ) and analyzed from several points of view (Table 1 ).
The form of plan is classi�ed as four types; square, rectangle, octagonal and equilateral octagonal. Layout of the pedestal in the main chamber and the stone or wooden shelf plate on the wall are unique although the interior form of shrine is simply following the exterior form (Fig. 3) . Form of antechamber which disappeared in Angkor period is also unique in the shrines of Sambor Prei Kuk (Fig. 4) . Additionally, the interior space is relatively larger than brick shrines in the Angkor period. From these points, it can be conjectured that the location of the religious ceremony changed from inside to the outside of the shrines, and the number of participants for rituals was increased in the Angkor period.
Study of the form of elevation is relatively dif�cult because of the poor preserved condition of the upper part of brick structure. However, they can be classi�ed largely as two types; high tier roof style and low tier roof style (Figs. 6, 7 ). Basically shrines with single projection to the front side plan are low tier roof style, and shrines with four side projections are the style of high tier roof (Table 2 ). Architectural design of the roof top is uncertain because none of the structures are that well conserved. However, as a few brick shrines of the Pre-Angkor period still preserved the structure including the top, we are able to conjecture the design in the case of Sambor Prei Kuk. Additionally decorative elements around the door opening such as lintel, colonnette and pediment are remarkable parts on the exterior walls, therefore we focused study on these parts and classi�ed four styles by the elements on the door opening (Fig. 9 ).Diverse style of roo�ng structure is con�rmed at the ante and main chambers (Figs. 5, 10 ).
The variety of the brick shrines are not only the visible architectural styles but also invisible construction techniques.
As a result of above analysis, it was clari�ed that the variety of the architectural forms are mixed and irregularly arranged in this group of monuments. Diversi�ed style of brick shrines in the Pre-Angkor disappeared after the commencement of the Angkor period. Architectural style of brick shrines was standardized in the Angkor period. The peak of brick architectures was reached in the Pre-Angkor period, and the most outstanding expression through design, structure, and construction technique was realized at the Sambor Prei Kuk. 
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